[SURFACE PLASMON RESONANCE: APPROACHES AND PERSPECTIVES OF APPLICATION FOR VIRUS-SPECIFIC INTERACTIONS INVESTIGATIONS].
In the review the published data on the use of surface plasmon resonance methods for the study of individual viral proteins as well as intact viruses are reviewed. . The principles of the method, its benefits and peculiarities of its use to study viruses are introduced. Particular attention is paid to the requirements to the sensor surface and the methods of its modification, including the formation self assembled monolayers of amphiphilic organic molecules containing functional groups to connect to the surface, creating of the intermediate protective thiocyanate layer between protein and metal, forming of the favorable microenvironment using dextran hydrogels around biomolecules, immobilization of proteins on the surface of the sensor using streptavidin-biotin system, use of protein A Staphylococcus aureus as an sensitive element of the sensory system structure. The approaches to enhance the signal used in virological studies, including the use of labeled antibodies, using competitive analysis for the detection of small molecules, the formation of a complex directly on the sensor surface, and immobilization on the surface of the sensor previously obtained complex receptor-analyte are considered. The conclusion is that the SPR method contains many potential opportunities to study various aspects of the interaction of viruses with specific agents, and changes in the structure of viruses caused by various external factors.